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Educom 

 

OHSACT ANNEX ‘B’ REGULATORY COMPLIANCE 
 

At most of our LIASA general meetings this year, the major complaint of RLI and AIA inspectors was the 
continual perennial non-compliance findings against the multi-national lift companies when carrying out 
periodic lift inspections. In several cases these same non-compliances have continued over the past three 
and four inspection cycles. Most inspectors were of the opinion that it was not as bad in their time before 
they retired. Whereas the multi-nationals are currently all represented at both ILIASA and the DoL Select 
Advisory Committee, this universal complaint does not appear to be reaching the executive management 
of the multi-nationals. DoL expounds a simple solution … report these non-compliant findings to the Pro-
vincial DoL Directors for their personal corrective attention! We ask ourselves … “Should the multi-
nationals not be taking their own in-house corrective action before it gets to this punitive stage where the 
DoL inspectors may issue prohibition notices against these repetitive non-compliances?”  
 

By specific design therefore, this issue of Educom focuses on the strategic management aspects that drive 

our Lift Industry in South Africa. We believe that executorial attention should be given to ensure that re-

gional managements’ corrective action is applied finitely within 60-days of the AIA inspection findings.  
 

This issue of Educom is accordingly dedicated to the Late René Hassler in recognition of his years of 

mentoring, where he inculcated within us a striving for superior knowledge that would develop us to the 

maximum of our true innate potential as managers and lift engineers. In our particular case this lead to the 

broadening of our peripheral knowledge and journalistic ability which saw the rise of Educom. Note that 

these editorials are the Editor and his team’s opinions and not necessarily that of the ILIASA Excom …  

ESTABLISHED JANUARY 2003 

René Hassler 
 

Late René Hassler re-
tired as Schindler Lifts 
(SA)(Pty) Ltd’s MD in 
1993 after half a cen-
tury of service with 
Schindler. The annals 
of fame record Mr Hass
-ler as the longest serv-
ing CEO in the Metal 
Industries of 42 years 
unbroken tenure. 

 

Under Mr Hassler’s leadership, Schindler established itself as the second 
largest multi-national lift company in sub-Sahara Africa. Of particular 
note was his management style. A hard but fair taskmaster, he mentored 
a multitude of business and technical managers under the then Schindler 
international philosophy of a ‘Family Business’. I visited many a branch 
from Durban to Cape Town, Harare to Windhoek with him, where he 
would walk into the stores and greet the storemen by name. Then into 
the offices and greet every secretary and administrative staff by name, 
for he made it his business to know all his staff, his Schindler Family.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

The paradigm shift of lift drive and control design has really 
been a pleasure to behold since the millennium  -  Not so the 
IT digitalisation (computerisation) of lift company records 
and management controls. Since our SANAS accreditation 
last year, AIA’s have become quasi ISO fundis. With our 
regular inspections nowadays we find it difficult to understand 
how these ISO9002 multi-national lift companies can …  

 Still miss Annex ‘B’ inspections for as mush as a decade? 

 How they can still miss monthly services on a surprisingly 
regular basis? 

 How they can still miss regulatory annual safety tests and 
6-monthly rope inspections? 

 Why the comprehensive reports that they receive gratis 
from AIA’s, are not placed on site … and so the list 
goes on …  

 

What is most concerning is the fact that they  
actually CONTRACT to the client and get  
PAID to comply with these requirements! 

 

We understand as lift engineers, that many things need to be 
combined on the road to a company’s digital transformation. 
One thing has become evident … The multi-nationals in our 
humble opinion have to ensure that their core management 
applications are up to the required level to manage their com-
panies for regulatory and service contractual compliance.  
 

The AIA’s just cannot wait for DoL to enforce the multi-
nationals to become SANAS accredited (within the next 
few months as opposed to years) as lift service providers … 
For then we will be on the same level of regulatory compli-
ance … together serving a common client. 
 

DIGITALISE or DIE 
 

Before most of us senior AIA’s thought of retiring, we were 
probably threatened on quite a regular basis … to adapt to 
the new policies and equipment  … or die!  We can now 
perhaps rephrase this for the multi-nationals … to digitalise 
or die!  Digitalisation is something that all companies have to 
face up to in 2016-7. Our AIA accreditation in 2015 taught us 
that there was quite an extensive period of painful transforma-
tion between us deciding to become accredited, and us actu-
ally producing the (akin to ISO9002) documentation to be … 
SANAS evaluated and finally AIA accredited. 
 

We believe that Digitalisation is today not only the solution 
but also the main threat to the multi-nationals if ignored. They 
simply have to embrace this latest management solution in 
order to survive. We’ve seen it in … Our IT banking; IT com-
munications; Record keeping etc … where all these include 
hyper-connectivity, super-computing … and lately smart-
world and cyber security. For the multi-nationals to have 
the latest wiz-bang lift products but apparently not being able 
to service and manage them to full regulatory compliance 
level, is as Shakespeare said … there lies the rub!  
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With my wife Mandi’s recent achievement of an MBA majoring 
in retail marketing, I just could not help other than getting involve
-ed in these latest theories and philosophies, especially since my 
MBA and reference books were from three decades ago. It indi-
cated to me just how critical IT data is in gaining an insight into 
customer profiles and general buying patterns. This forced the re-
tailers unequivocally to become connected to every major cus-
tomer … in assessing their product needs and supplying a 
super cost-effective solution and/or service.  
 

It cannot be argued that the external factors challenging our Lift 
Industry in South Africa are a combination of …  

 Emerging lift drive and control technologies; 

 The competitive lift market in South Africa; 

 The new risk factors of lagging staff technical and 

management ability where training has not ensured 
them staying up to the competitive edge; and ... 

  Regrettably … The governmental pressure on BBEE 
transformation change.  

 

Our opinion is that since the millennium, the up-and-coming 
younger field-staff seek an easier way of working; not coming to 
work with the same resolve as the older lift technicians … in-
stead of the other way around. A major tenet of motivation is 
that the hope of reward sweetens the labour. They want the reward first 
and will then consider what labour will be reciprocated. We 
again ask ourselves … Is it not time to introduce a workplace 
with contingent motivated workers who want to succeed …  
Evolving into new challenges for management and the in-
dustry at the same time.  
 

CONCLUSION 
 

Our experience has taught us that the core driving force of any 
organisation is it’s profitability and market share achieve-
ment! At the end of the day all management decisions and field 
operations have to go through the books … not necessarily 
meet the budget, for budgets are constraints in themselves! 
We may conclude that IT digital finance is really what business is 
all about … call it digital business if you must. 
 

Obviously the companies need to re-think the whole digitalisation 
process through before settling on a positive achievement project. 
Such a project will give them the opportunity to rethink HOW 
they are doing business; WHAT processes are in place and for 
WHAT reason. Legal and technical contractual compliance is an 
absolute major focus point in lift after-sales service.  
 

Compliance within the company is therefore a primary requisite, 
followed by external regulatory and contractual compliance. 
Having a contract with a customer, the service provider is 
legally bound to comply with the requirements of that con-
tract as specified. They forget that regulatory compliance is 
not something that you do once … you have to do it over and 
over every day until it becomes a normal strategic part of 
your business!  
 

THE  ‘IT’  REVOLUTION … DIGITALISE OR DIE 
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ARTIFICIAL  INTELLIGENCE : GREATER FUTURE ROLE 

 

ARTIFICIAL INTELLEGENCE  -  ‘AI’ 
 

With every tender specification, associate Bonnie Peden’s 
opening gambit is always that it’s the tendering multi-national’s 
proprietary right to specify their specific product which they 
believe meets the tendering customer’s needs. This especially 
so when considering that they have invested multi-millions in 
the design and manufacture of that specific product. Of critical 
importance is the artificial intelligence (AI) vested into that lift 
product’s drive and control under a specific design parameter 
and patent. The latest state-of-the-art lift controls are multi-
faceted micro-processor controlled, where we believe that AI 
is only just starting to reach its true potential. 
 

Artificial intelligence of today was the science fiction of yester-
year. In reality, AI has in the last decade changed the way in 
which we live and work both in the Lift Industry as well as the 
real world. AI has been personified in the film-world as where 
computers behave like humans. Clicking on Google, you see 
that AI has ensured that  voice recognition (for example) has im-
proved up to 98% in the last two years. A second significant 
AI is that Facebook’s ‘Deep-Face’ technology now recognises 
faces with 97% accuracy. It has become accepted practice that 
voice recognition systems now perform tens of millions of on-line 
searches every month, faster than any IT and AI guru could 
have imagined possible at the turn of the millennium.  
 

So as machine’s AI gets smarter, companies across the globe 
are investing multi-millions into harnessing this potential asset 
of AI. Their objective is to work smarter; more efficiently; 
more cost-effectively and even replacing certain mundane hu-
man tasks with computers and machines. 
 

Experience by many of us of late indicates how quickly we get 
frustrated when (for example) the IT Banking takes too long 
to respond with its cognitive recognition and task performance 
of our banking requests. To top it all, when the banking IT 
gets too muddled, it logs itself off and you have to start up 
from scratch again, ostensibly for your own cybernet protec-
tion against hackers 
 

Reading such legendary futurists as Ray Kurtzweil, his long-
term prediction is that AI will extend our brains to predomi-
nantly non-biological thinking  -  Wonder what prof Willem de 
Villiers of Stellenbosch has to say over this as he opined the 
human brain as the ultimate computer? The bottom line is that 
none of us minions can predict how AI will continue to be 
developed and utilised by the AI and IT gurus over the next 
decade.  There can however be little doubt that smart business 
will harness it as far as possible. 
 

We have gleaned much of late from such facilities’ service 
management gurus as Bidvest’s Big Hennie de Wet with their 
multi-tier three-dimensional thinking, where they tend to util-
ise AI as far as practical within their facilities management 
style. You only have to view their AI generated management 
reports to be assured that they consistently measure service 
quality excellence over the broader spectrum. 

 

We accordingly see it as a survival objective that the lift multi-

nationals endeavour to incorporate AI into their management 

strategies to the level that it anticipates customer needs in a 

way to surpass the customer’s expectations, whilst at the same 

time increasing their own in-house operational efficiencies … 

for this will become the cutting edge in marketing their 

after-sales service provision of tomorrow!   

‘PADT’  in  PRINCIPLE 
 

Bonnie consistently reminds me of the acronym PADT … 
‘pay attention to detail’. This was again enforced today when 
no less than 5 ladies came to me during lift inspections on a 
major multi-lift installation in Cape Town. Willem du Toit 
regularly defines an Annex ‘B’ compliance inspection akin to a 
technical photo taken that day of that particular installation. 
Whereas the comprehensive report is legally deemed to hold 
for that installation for the next 24 months, it can in reality 
change at any given time.  
 

Similarly, you cannot hope to cover every single feature of the 
lift during an hour or two’s inspection, mainly through human 
failings and constraint of time. The ladies however, working in 
that building, quickly notice … (for example) that Lift D stops 
very harsh on ground floor every now and then; that Lift A 
tends to bypass the 3rd floor call; that Lift E regularly re-
opens the doors after starting to close  -  so if you’re in a 
hurray, you have to press the door-close button … and so 
on! It certainly makes our job easier, as well as us being consid-
ered top-notch because we picked up these ailments for our 
reports to the owner and contracted service provider.  
 

The hard fact is that females in general surpass the men in ob-
serving and noting. It can be said to be the exception to the 
rule if a ‘man’ tells you about an inherent problem.  

 

A basic tenet of lift inspection is therefore … 

your ability to PADT! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

INTELLECTUAL  INTELLIGENCE 
 

Intellectual Intelligence (II) varies drastically from AI 
in that ‘intellectual’ applies to humans, whereas AI 
applies to machines. You regularly read in the news 
media whereas a person who has built up his intellec-
tual intelligence within a certain company at their 
cost, now gets head-hunted by another company spe-
cifically to benefit from that person’s II.  
 

This happens quite regularly in the Lift Industry to 
Field Engineers who are trained overseas on the latest 
wiz-bang drive and controls. They then get head-
hunted by an opposition company without having 
served their prescribed contracted ‘pay-back’ period. 
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INNOVATION  in  the  CORPORATE  WORLD   

 

The critical survival requirement of any lift company is its 
product and its after-sales service of that product. The lat-
est lift drives and control have developed to much on a par. It’s 
the after-sales service that sets the companies apart. What is 
now required is new workable innovative ideas to develop that 
service to become a cut above the rest. 
 

The concept of innovation inevitably came up during our recent 
discussions with the new multi-national CEO’s that we met.  
Being highly educated, they are obviously aware that innova-
tion, the buzzword of yester-year, has to become main-stream 
in their new future corporate world. Interestingly, we gleaned 
from recent research on innovation, that it has a myriad of 
definitions depending on the objectives, but mostly focused on 
adding value.   
 

We believe the real challenge to be the implementation of these 
new ideas through the possibly older ‘dead-and-dusted’ staff.  This 
innovation will have to be sold in such a way as to turn the upper 
and middle management staff around. Obviously the older 
reprobates will become casualties in the new drive. We how-
ever see the younger professionals accept the new management 
style and philosophy simply because they can identify with it 
more speedily and have a more receptive approach.  
 

With our management attributes of yester-year, we as 
‘innovators’ asked the customers what they wanted through very 
costly external marketing professionals with equally profes-
sional-looking questionnaires? In retrospect we can say that the 
customers did not really know themselves WHAT they really 
wanted 20 to 30 years ago. We completely missed the boat! 
Innovation is not about asking  -  Innovation is about determining 
what the problematic stumbling blocks are in every facet of 
general and marketing management, and then finding solutions 
thereto. 
 

In speaking to the multi-national’s middle-management over 
the past few months, we found ourselves suggesting to them to 
relook the stumbling blocks and non-compliances within their 
regions, without trying to narrow down their scope of thinking. 
They were invited to come up with new innovative corrective 
actions that would put their region and their company a cut 
above the rest in achievement. We discussed the importance of 
being in touch with their customers as well as their subordinate 
staff, for these staff are the very people whom the customers 
interact with every day. 
 

At the same time we were also talking to branch and executive 
divisional managers with whom we were dealing with through 
our inspection reports, for they carry the OHSAct general ad-
ministrative responsibility for regulatory compliance. From the 
excuses we received in some cases, we believe that these man-
agers should have been retired, as the fight had gone out of 
them. Some put up a brave front and promised corrective ac-
tion ... but produced nothing.  
 

Evaluated on current performance, we may not be far wrong in 
stating that they have become the has-beens of yesteryear, not 
bothering to stay abreast with the latest management philoso-
phies and practices. 

 

Obversely we soon realised who the top performers in each 
region were … the ninetieth percentile exceptions  -  the top 
10% of go-getters. The fact that they were just too happy to 
receive our reports indicated that they mostly had advanced (to 
varying levels) in tertiary education as a first support, but above 
all, they all appeared to be multi-skilled managers with varying 
management, financial, psychological (people-skills), tech-
nical and decision-making skills. Without a doubt, we believe 
them to be those who rise to a challenge without fear of a failure 
along the way as they saw this as part of their learning curve.  
 

The question now arises … WHO are these competent peo-
ple and how will they be singled out? 

 

It is our considered opinion that … 

 A first requirement therefore appears to be to create a fear-
free culture so that innovation may thrive 

 Secondly to create a process where individual innovation 
can come to the fore freely 

 We found that these selected staff were individuals within 
the company that have an above-average wider domain of 
technical and business knowledge 

 One thing is for sure  -  They need to be as effective within 
their portfolio responsibilities as outside their normal busi-
ness constraints. They need to come up with new innova-
tive corrective actions that fast-track potential problem 
areas, especially meeting their regulatory and contractual 
non-compliances that we have high-lighted in our inspec-
tions 

 Possibly the most effective element for the future is foster-
ing an innovation culture where it is a human-driven process. 
With all our IT and AI, machines and computers, they can-
not think and decipher like the human brain can  -  So this 
human factor ensures that most managers retain their post 
… at least for the present. 

 

There is absolutely no way that we could be descriptive to the 
CEO’s of the multi-nationals, past and present. We however 
believe that the CEO’s will require a lot of initial interaction 
with their staff through a simple but robust process. None of us 
want to kill innovation with bureaucracy … or even autocracy.  
 

Continuing communication and evaluation will now be more 
vital than before, turning the new innovation into management 
products and processes. But above all  -  we believe that the 
innovators need to take ownership of their ideas, walking it 
through the stages from objection to acceptance with their superiors 
… and then final positive corrective action. This will take many 
months, if not years, so patience will be a virtue …  
 

But together the Management Team  
can then become the cutting edge of the company …  

and the Industry for that matter! 
 
 

 
 

‘TEAM  EXCELLENCE’ 
 

‘Team Excellence’ is to serve within a team, tackling com-
mon objectives in an uncommon way that will ensure a suc-
cessful outcome.                                                    Booker T Washington 
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CUSTOMER  EXPERIENCE … a new  DIFFERENTIATOR  
in  SERVICE  PROVISION  MANAGEMENT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Line managers appear mostly only to concern themselves with the trials and tribulations within their own in-house manage-
ment requirements. Regrettably they appear to overlook the fact that their Customers are lately at that same high level of con-
stant evaluation and development, and even higher, for this is the only way in which that customer can hope to survive.  
 

Few lift managers are aware that their own National Call Centres reflect whether their customers are experiencing a positive 
or negative call-back corrective action. These are the customers phoning in to report lift break-downs, who lately tie 
‘Customer Experience’ or ‘CX’ to the number of times that they have phoned in and the speed at which the lift service pro-
vider company has rallied to their calls. ‘CX’ is therefore becoming more important than ever before in after-sale service be-
cause these customers who phone in, are lately keeping record of the severity and extent of the lift breakdowns and reporting any ‘poor ser-
vice delivery’ within their monthly management reports. We have been pleasantly surprised at the extent and graphic reports gener-
ated by some of our clients who now measure the cost expended on their lift contracts. We have even been involved where 
this ‘customer’ tells the lift service provider through his empirical data how lousy their service appears to be.  
 

We regularly ask HOW it is possible that certain ‘sick lifts’ can break down 20 < 30 times a month without the multi-nationals 
taking effective corrective action  -  In some cases appearing to wait for the customer to complain! Every multi-national lift 
company operates one or other 80/20 call-back system wherein 20% of their lifts generate ±80% of monthly call-backs. 
Such reports should be landing weekly on every regional manager’s desk … what he then does with it is where the prob-
lem lies!   Yet we know that they have to report this data monthly to their principals overseas as a measure of their service-
provision quality, even differentiating between regions (especially coastal and internal). 
 

We have several current records of lifts broken down, not for a week or a month … but for several months and even for a 
year or more. In these cases the multi-national has mostly been receiving a fully comprehensive monthly emolument for that broken-
down lift that they are ‘trying to repair’, yet is not capable of being used by their customer. They perhaps forget that their cus-
tomer has for say the past 30 years been paying that monthly fee, escalated every year within the Industry’s published cost 
CPI’s. Now that they need to show some good will in keeping the ‘old lift’ going, we hear a myriad of excuses why they cannot 
do so! 
 

Customers have been taken advantage of for so many years that they are lately introducing their own reprisals to counter the 
poor lift service provision, recovering contractual non-compliance costs where possible. From what we have heard, few major 
customers will today still sign a lift company’s own in-house service provider contract. They have almost entirely reverted to 
their own ‘customer performance based penalty contracts’ where the contracted lift service provider will be penalised for contractual 
non-compliance, especially for extensive lift ‘down-time’. 
 

A recent ‘Global Contact Centre Bench-Marking Report’ from ‘Merchants’, indeavours to evaluate a response from customers against 
their service providers. They found that 82,5% of customers believe that CX (customer experience) is the differentiator that 
keeps them on top, with a massive 77,5% recognising it as their most strategic measure. 
 

We therefore feel it safe to say that with so many customers believing in CX as a differentiator, that lift service provider 
companies should now focus on and invest in it to raise their own experience. CX guru Kathy Gibson states that it is not 
rocket science … “it’s all about products, service branches, and the employee attitude of the whole company that brings 
it up to a standard that is guaranteed to either succeed … or not.” 
 

Interestingly we lately see some of our major customers recognising the link between CX and revenue generation, because it 

impacts on their bottom line. We have over the past year or so seen this especially with such major costomers as Bidvest Fa-

cilities Management Company HQ executive Hennie de Wet; Bidvest’s Coastal FMC executive Gerrie Vos; Bid-

vest’s Northern Gauteng FMC executive Jack Green; and HD Properties’ Chief Executive Cara Davis  -  We have 

learnt so much from these customers through our consulting and inspection contracts with them, that their positive achieve-

ments in the Lift Industry can no longer be ignored since they appear to be setting new bench-marks in the service industry. 

In fact, they put us to shame, since they themselves provide a service based on quality and cost effectivity. 
 

Last but not least is the realisation that these Customers are the same customers that the multi-national lift companies are con-

tracted to. These major customers are therefore the persons that the lift companies should be communicating with non-stop if 

they want to stay in touch to retain and develop their existing service-provider portfolios!  Gone are the days that lift service-

provider companies could state that they are doing their best … 
  

For that best … may simply just not be good enough any more!  
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By Peter Murray 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

‘Shanghai Tower’  -  China’s Tallest Building @ 632m 
 

Mitsubishi announced on 10th May from Tokyo that they 

have achieved a speed of 20,5 m/s or 1230 m/m, the fastest 

passenger elevator speed in the world. The communiqué ad-

vises that ‘… the new technologies will be installed on one of three eleva-

tors in the Tower’. 
 
This record-breaking speed was achieved through the devel-

opment of new equipment, including control panel that can 

maximise the traction machine’s performance and improve-

ment of safety device such as the speed governor, brake de-

vice and buffers. Once the elevator is equipped with the new 

technologies, it can travel from 2nd basement to the 119th 

floor in just 53 seconds. 
 
While Mitsubishi Electric’s cutting-edge technologies drasti-

cally increase the speed, the elevator delivers enhanced safety, 

top-level riding comfort, silence and power saving. 
 
The Shanghai Tower is located in the Lujiazui Finance and 

Trade Dustrict of Pudong, Shanghai. It houses offices, a ho-

tel, conference and exhibition halls, restaurants, and facilities 

for commerce, culture and sightseeing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MITSUBISHI  ELECTRIC  IMPROVES  SPEED  OF  WORLD’S   
FASTEST  ELEVATORS  TO  20,5  METERS  PER  SECOND   

 

INSPECTORS’  RESPONSIBILITY 
 

“… Once again it is emphasised that it is (every) the lift inspector’s responsibility to ensure that the 

elevator is safe to use before he leaves the premises.  If not, he shall take such steps as the regulations 

provide for, to have the elevator taken out of service.” 

                        Chief Inspector (December 1977) 

 

Mitsubishi Electric Corpo-
ration has over 90 years 
experience in providing 
reliable, high-quality prod-
ucts 
 

Mitsubishi Electric re-
corded consolidated group 
sales of 4,394.3 billion yen 
(US$ 38,8 billion) in the 
fiscal year ended March 31, 
2016. 
 

www.MitsubishiElectric.com 
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Late René and Anne Hassler as we remember them. 
They headed a family of lift specialists, whence we can 
rightly claim today that we are products of Schindler ...  
an international brand with an international quality tag. 

SHANGHAI  TOWERS   
(continued)   

 
 

 

 
 

LIASA AGM  -  Tuesday 11th October @ 09:00 
 

All LIASA’s meetings will be held at the Jeppe Quondam 
Conference Centre. The ECSA LIRC meetings will generally 
be held the previous day at ECSA, of which due notice will 
be given. In view of the diminishing Lift Inspector applica-
tions, specific dates have not been preset for LIRC for 2016. 
The writing is therefore on the wall to promote registration 
as Lift Inspectors amongst our lift fraternity colleagues. 

 
 

Tentative course dates still left for this year are … 
 

7 to 11 November with the exam on 26th November. 
 

Please Note:   It has taken some serious marketing in the past to get 
the  minimum stipulated group of 15, otherwise the course would have 
been cancelled for that week.  Application forms are now available for 
the July course from Antoinette or Mariska Swartz, who will distribute 
them on request to all relevant persons ... or obtain them from Bonnie.  
Apply now or loose out for 2016 ...    
 

Contact E-mails: 
 

      marneweckA@tut.ac.za        swartzM@tut.ac.za 
 

 

 PLEASE MOTIVATE YOUR COLLEAGUES  
TO APPLY!    

TUT  RLI  COURSES  2016 

LIASA  AGM  MEETING 
11th October  2016 

mailto:marnewecka@tut.ac.za
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How did DoL inspectors inspect lifts and escalators pre-1994, before the new OHSAct No.85 was gazetted? 
… they used the following instruction from the Chief Inspector as a guideline … With no exclusive copy-
right on this communication, there is absolutely no prohibition on any AIA or RLI using it. 

FROM  WILLEM  du  TOIT’S  DESK ... 
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HYSERINSPEKTEUR  SE  VERANTWOORDELIKHEID 
 

“… Weereens word dit beklemtoon dat dit die inspekteur se verantwoordelikheid is om te verseker dat die hyser 
veilig is om te gebruik alvorens hy die gebou verlaat.  So nie, sal hy sulke stappe neem as wat die regulasies voor 
toelaat om die hyser uit diens te neem.” 
                Hoof Inspekteur 
 

Geagte Redakteur  -  Ek dink dat die aangehegde “Government Instruction” van hoe die regeringsinspekteurs die 
hysers en roltrappe voor 1994 getoets het, net so toepaslik is op ons huidige AIA inspekteurs vandag. Ons moet veral 
die laaste paragraaf (No. 6) beklemtoon wat lei dat die inspekteur nie die terrein moet verlaat tensy hy seker is dat 
die hyser of roltrap veilig is nie.  Ek is seker as ons inspekteurs dieselfde doen vandag … 
 

Kan dinge nie verkeerd loop nie  -  ‘Veiligheid’ is die wagwoord!   
                                                                                                                                                                 Willem du Toit 
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FROM  WILLEM  du  TOIT’S  DESK … (continued) 

 

SANAS 3
rd

 Surveillance Assessment 
 

Unbelievable, but I just had my third and last surveillance assessment on Tuesday 2016-09-20. Next year I must re-
apply and that must be done months ahead of time ... and to crown it all ... must be done electronically. 
 

One would think that by your third assessment there should be no more non-conformances, but in my case it was 
not true. I found myself improving my methods of operation, but I did not update all the relevant policies and proce-
dures sufficiently at the same time in my management system. 
 

We also tend not to keep up to date with new developments in our field and here I want to pre-warn inspection bod-
ies on the following requirements: 

 Make sure that you are in possession of the latest standards and that you use the latest revi-
sion of Annex Certificates ... 

   Make sure that you have proof that you sent the Annex Certificates to the relevant users ... 

   Make sure that you have proof of your follow-up inspections … 

 Make sure that you have proof that you reported lifts to the DoL Provincial Directorate 
where the defects were not completed after the regulated 60 days. 

 

Something else to keep in mind … 
 

 Make sure that you revise your policies and procedures ... especially where it involves your impartiality, 
risks and objectives. 

   Make sure that you do internal audits: system, vertical and witnessing! 

 

LATE  WOLFGANG  PETER  HAKL  of   ELE-SPEC  
 

17.08.1951 to 20.09.2016 
 

The untimely passing of Peter Hakl, founder-member of Ele-Spec, was 
a shock to us all. In spite of being aware of his battle with the Big ‘C’, 
the sense of finality was still difficult to accept for us all. Born in 1951, 
Peter was a healthy 65 years old when Nature decided to deal Ele-Spec a 
double blow. The other founder-member George Candiotes, had already 
been called up to higher service. Peter and George were both products 
of Schindler Lifts South Africa, completing formal lift apprenticeships as 
well as advanced tertiary education at the Pretoria Technikon. Their 
drive and foresight saw both of them rise through the ranks to senior 
field operations’ positions. At that stage they saw the vacuum in our 
South African Lift Industry for a home-grown lift and escalator installa-
tions’ company. Thus was Ele-Spec formed almost exactly 20 years ago, 
developing into the preferred installations’ company for many major 
property portfolio holders because of their quality and dependability.  
 

We accept that … “ours is not to reason why”, for it became Peter’s 
turn to be called up to higher active service. The Lift Industry therefore 
owes the Hakl Family a debt of gratitude for what Peter achieved in the 
Industry during his tenure of stewardship of Ele-Spec’s management. 
 

We believe that it now falls on Karen Pritzen and Freddy van der Bank 
to keep the business running as smoothly as it always has. Please join us 
in forwarding our condolences, but also our best wishes for the future to 
Karen and the Hakl Family.   
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  LIASA  CONTACT  DETAILS  
 

Bonnie Peden  -  National Executive Secretary 

Office: (011) 907-0133  -  Telefax: (011) 907-0131 

  

E-Mail: iliasa@zamail.co.za 

Website Address: www.iliasa.org.za 

PO Box 531,  Alberton,  1450 

 

 
 

 
LIASA in 1995, to qualify for ECSA (Engineering Council) recognition 
as a ‘Voluntary Association’ (VA  -  Article 21 Association), formal Arti-
cles of Association were required, along with a formalized membership struc-
ture. These were drawn up by founder members Dr Theo Kleinhans and Steve 
le Roux. Steve was elected as Chairman of the National Executive Commit-
tee in Gauteng, with Theo as Executive Secretary-Treasurer; Mike Russell as 
Regional Chairman Western Cape and Graham Mould as Regional Chair-
man Eastern Cape. Natal and the Free State were vacant at that time.   
 

The LIASA membership has regrettably reduced to 145 paid-up mem-
bers,   possibly due to the curtailing forces of the SANAS accreditation. 

 
 
New LIASA membership cards have again been issued to all payed up 
members. Please check with Bonnie if you have not received your latest card, 
making sure that you are indeed paid up. Remember that proof has to be 
retained in case you are called on to present them to ECSA. Membership of 
LIASA ensures an ECSA subscription rebate more than  equal to the 
LIASA subscription, being a motivator to engender or retain LIASA 
membership.   □ 

 

EDUCOM COMMUNICATIONS 

 

Educom’s contact logistics, where you speak to … 

The Editor  -  Bonnie Peden  
 

Office: (011) 907-0133 

Telefax: (011) 907-0131                  

E-mail: iliasa@zamail.co.za 
 

                             PO Box 531,  Alberton,  1450 

 

Please forward us your newsworthy articles and photos for dis-

sémination to all our colleagues around the RSA. 
 

Articles contributed to Educom are evaluated by ECSA as CPD, 
assisting you to achieve your minimum 5 points per year, avera-
ged out over 5-year rolling periods. Remember that … 
 

« Ignorance of  FACT is NO excuse  
for any stated non-compliance » 

 

« Liberty means responsibility  -   

That is why most men dread it » 
 

                                                              George Bernard Shaw 

We are on the Web  -  go to … 
 www.iliasa.org.za 

The web is maintained by LIASA Chairman Sanjeev Singh 
for the members’ benefit 

WIND  TURBINE  LIFTS 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

NEW  ‘POOR  SERVICE’  &  

‘DANGEROUS  SITUATION’ WEB 
 

Immediate past LIASA chairman Sanjeev Singh originally 

set up and now maintains our LIASA website as a free ser-

vice to our members.  
 

We have for several years been discussing at the general 

LIASA meetings, the need for a system to record through 

examples of on-site photos where situations indicate an ab-

solute lack of service, possibly to the point of being danger-

ous. Articles by Ronnie Branders and Willem du Toit in the 

December issue high-lighted this claimed poor service. 
 

You are hereby requested to assist us by building up 

such a LIASA web library by sending your photos di-

rect to Sanjeev at  ...  Sanjeev@kznelevators.co.za.   
 

All submissions will be treated in the strictest of confidence. 

We anticipate a short technical description with each photo 

to highlight the suggested regulatory, standards or safety 

non-compliance. Please treat this as serious, for we need 

your inputs. 

LIASA  WEBSITE 

 

The Editor was aware that a meeting was organised for 
the 28th September to discuss lifts in wind turbines  -  
We were however not privy to an invitation to attend.  
 

At the August general ILIASA meeting, Brian Randall of 
‘Steeplejacks’ informed us of the approximately 68 wind-
turbine lifts that he had installed in the Eastern Cape 
recently. Somehow up until now, he has also not been 
invited to get involved with the regulations and stan-
dards pertaining to wind turbine lifts. 
 

At our meeting Brian produced a copy of the draft 
prEN 81- 44:2016  -  “Safety rules for the construc-
tion and installation of Lifts ... 

Special lifts for the transport of persons and goods 

Part 44: Service Lifts for Wind turbines”. 
 

Brian has in the interim, approached SABS’ TC214 
(which includes Suspended Access Equipment) to create 
a joint working group with SABS’  TC178 (Lifts) so as to 
address EN81-44 since it merges the specialisations of 
both TC’s with respect to lifts in wind turbines. 
 

                                              We will keep you posted. 

mailto:iliasa@abcxyz.co.za
http://www.iliasa.org.za/
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